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1. Introduction
1.1 Background information
“Think of the ruins you find in Bairro Alto and Alfama. Think of the
abandoned buildings in the Baixa, or in Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo and
Avenida da República and the ghastly mess that it is. Think of any of Lisbon’s
suburbs.” (Observador. 2015).

Someone who has been to Lisbon, the capital of Portugal, has seen at least

one abandoned building, particularly while walking around the city center.
According to the city hall numbers of 2009, Lisbon had 4689 deserted buildings,
which meant that 8% of the buildings in the Portuguese capital were either
abandoned or unoccupied (Visão 2013). According to another article written in 2016,
these numbers have decreased to 3878, which makes up a total around 7% deserted
buildings (Sol 2016). No actions have been taken in these past 10 years to increase
the chances of people actually getting a place to live in Lisbon and it just takes a
walk from Marquês do Pombal to Saldanha (which is part of the city center) to see a
considerable amount of abandoned buildings. Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo has
at least three big abandoned buildings that the town hall uses as a graffiti canvas
with other dissolute buildings surrounding it. The government paid a substantial
amount of money for some embellishing graffities, but remains unwilling to make
an investment to refurbish the building or anything else in that area. Other
buildings next to these have been demolished and it does not look like they will be
ventured into in the foreseeable future. How is that possible?
It is no secret that Portugal struggled with a financial crisis for a long time (a
consequence of the global financial crisis of 2008) and although things are starting
to look better now, at this point, it is too early to say whether or not there will be a
complete recovery (“In fact, Portuguese public debt has fallen from over 130
percent of GDP to 125.7 percent. However, it is still one of the highest in Europe and
is steadily increasing in absolute terms. Public finances are not really all that good.”
(DW. 2018)). As mentioned above, one could say this might be one of the reasons
why there are still so many abandoned buildings in Lisbon.
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Dealing with existing buildings may be seen as a daring challenge since it is
different from designing from scratch. Buildings that are built for one purpose and
then renovated into another can be demanding but that also makes the designing
process and the design itself more fascinating. As Georg Traska put it “Renovation
design, unlike the design of a new building, implies both directions: one analytical,
going from the given object to representation, and one productive, going from
representation to the altered object.” (Traska 2007, 56). The example he used is the
one of the Alte Aula in Vienna (Austria), which was renovated in 2000. The main
idea that one has to take a close look at the existing building in order to recognize
the best solution to the existing problems is something most can agree with.
However it is always of high importance to take into consideration what is at hand
and use what is available as much as possible. The design has to be adjusted to the
building rather than the other way around.
Lisbon is not only a big attraction for tourists but also for students from all
over the country that come to the capital in search for access to superior education.
What do they find? A great city, with notorious universities and a great deal of
opportunities but no place to stay. Students are being thrown out of their rooms
because tourists can afford to pay more money and stay for shorter periods. The
Airbnb numbers have been growing in the past few years according to an article
titled Airbnb is Lisbon’s largest “hotel”: “Regarding its evolution, from 2015 until 2017,

supply doubled and looking at the latest data until July 2017, every month on
average 300 new listings are added to Airbnb.” (Medium. 2017). Some of the
students who come from the islands and are left with nothing because the
residences that exist are just not enough and the alternatives are either too
expensive or non-existent. According to a survey of 2017 by the Portuguese
government, the ratio of beds per displaced students (students moving into a city to
study) was 6.6% in Lisbon and 13% in the whole country (Plano nacional para o
alojamento no ensino superior. 2017).
Analysing the problem with abandoned buildings in Lisbon should help
understand the source of this problem that most Portuguese people would like to
see being taken care of. At the same time, offering a solution for these unutilised
buildings by turning them into student residences since there is still a lack of
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student accommodations in the Portuguese capital, and its universities attract lots
of young people from all over the world (all of the universities in Lisbon have more
than 30% of students moving into the city to study according to the “plano nacional
para o alojamento no ensino superior” which shows statistics made by the
government. Information about what could be made differently from the already
existing student accommodations while trying to accomplish students' current
necessities would be of interest.
Another important aspect when it comes to buildings with a higher number
of inhabitants (such as public spaces or hotels) in comparison to private housing for
example is the maintenance. The materials have to be chosen carefully so that it is
easier to maintain and can withstand high wear (Ronstad and Frey 2011, 228).
All in all, it is safe to assume that the reasons behind the masses of
abandoned buildings are definitely related to the financial crisis of 2008 in which
many Portuguese find themselves. This means that the whole renovation and
design approach have to be made consciously and with this in mind. It is important
to offer a realistic solution that acknowledges the existing problems and tries to
find more affordable solutions. At the same time, it is essential to find a design
solution that is welcoming for the students and gives them a feeling of being home
away from home and also allows them to personalize their space since Portugal is a
country of great diversity between districts.
1.2 Aim
This research investigates what exists in Portugal and more specifically in
Lisbon. It also focuses on how to approach the renovation of an abandoned building
without losing its distinct character that, in this case, is so typically lisboeta

(meaning from Lisbon) and lastly, shows research on student residences - what
works and what doesn’t, and what has to be made in order to offer the best possible
design solution. In addition to that, it is important to look for the rules and
regulations there might be when it comes to student residences.
Altogether it can be said that the aim is to offer a solution for abandoned
buildings in Lisbon by turning them into student residences.
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1.3 Methodology
Research will be made by looking at the context of Lisbon when it comes to
abandoned buildings and the lack of accommodation for students which will
happen in the introduction.
The next step would be to look into student residences. Not only the
definition and history of such spaces but also what is existing in Portugal and
researching about the expectations student have nowadays while moving into a
student residence.
The following chapter will focus on case studies that might be inspirational
and relevant in their approach towards existing buildings, small spaces or student
residences.
The context of the chosen building for the project and its preservation state
would follow together with the regulations of the city of Lisbon. This being the base
for the design suggestion and the conclusion in the end.

2. Student residences
An accommodation is defined by “building[s] or room[s] where people live or
stay” (Collins Dictionary) and as student residences are student accommodations,
these can be defined by a place where students who move away from home for
their studies live. This is supposed to be a place to not only rest, but to also feel at
home, spend some time socializing, enjoy the student life and of course improve
the whole learning experience. Adding to that, one could argue that it is important
to leave space for creativity and personalization when it comes to the room design
since students might spend anything from three to six years in a room depending
on their degree. It is of highest importance to let them have space to make the
room their own by bringing in their colors or decorations.
2.1 Historical background of student residences
Student accommodations in Europe can be traced back to as early as the 15th
century. These accommodations were provided by the universities, since they were
aware that a lot of students were moving into the cities for their studies. Early
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student housing had a different setting since the students were usually controlled
and watched by monks due to the fact that they were usually much younger than
students in the present day are. In countries like Germany and Austria these
accommodations were called “Bursen” (Denk. 2018), which were essentially
bedrooms for students that the universities offered. It was a very religious and
social setting whereas the students were forced to eat together and participate in
religious social activities such as group prayer. There were also “Kodreien” in these
countries that were essentially the same as Bursen but were made for students with
poor backgrounds.

The late 19th and early 20th centuries were marked by the fact that women
were accepted into universities which meant more accommodation was needed and
there were separated buildings for men and women (Images 1 and 2). The dorms
were still provided by universities at this time.

Image 1 - Dorm room of the University of Wisconsin-Madison (1898)

The 21st century student accommodations are a bit different when it comes
to style of the furniture since that also changes through the years. The biggest
difference being mainly the technology like internet connection. A single bed,
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wardrobe, and a place to sit and study stayed throughout the years since the very
beginning in the 15th century and are still required today (Image 3).

Image 2 - Dorm room at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (1950)

Image 3 - Dorm room at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (2014)
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As Bill Bayless (CEO of American Campus Communities) puts it “Nowadays
students demand privacy, technology and the same amenities they grew up with”
(Time 2008). These amenities would be, for example, good wifi connection, a place
to be alone and have some space for themselves, but also a space to socialize and be
around other students. Another difference would also be that the student
residences are not only provided by the universities anymore. Most of them are run
by private companies.
Most of the residences worldwide provide rooms for one, two or even up to
three people although there are also rooms for more people. This might not give
the most comfortable and homey feeling to the students but it is one way for the
companies running the residences to get more money for less space.
2.2 Current situation of student residences in Portugal
According to 10 portuguese students living in a student residence in Lumiar,
Lisbon, student residences in Portugal seem to be a bit old-fashioned and not very
attractive. They turn to them because there is no alternative - not because the
residences are actually interesting to them. Sometimes rooms are a bit too full or
disorganized (Image 4). Sometimes there is also a try for a more contemporary
approach, but this often becomes luxurious like Collegiate (Image 5), which is
located in Marquês de Pombal a very central area in Lisbon and is run by a private
company like it is the case most of the time with these residences, which also
means unaffordable prices for an average student.
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Image 4 - Student residence by SPRU in Porto, Portugal

Image 5 - Student residence by Collegiate in Lisbon, Portugal

It can be said that there is a need for a middle-ground; a place that is
affordable but has better conditions than average without becoming luxurious. The
Collegiate residence offers a lot of very nice conditions that any student would like
to have but taking into consideration that the minimum wage in Portugal was just
raised this year to 600 euros a month (Observador. 2019), it does not sound realistic
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that a middle-class student would be able to afford prices starting from 931,67 euros
a month like the ones Collegiate is offering.
2.3 Expectations on student residences
Nowadays there is a growing demand for services a student residence should offer.
A building full of bedroom is not enough anymore. There have to be spaces to study
with access to computers, big living rooms where the students can spend time
together and sometimes even exercise rooms. General minimal requirements
according to the University of Chichester, which can be taken universally, go as
follows:
Each bedroom (10.5sqm) has to provide:
➢ standard 90cm single bed
➢ bedside table
➢ desk area (150cmx60cm)
➢ 2 drawer unit below desk
➢ desk chair
➢ min 150cm of bookshelves
➢ task lighting
➢ double wardrobe (100cmx59cmx180cm)
➢ full length mirror
➢ double coat hook
The bathroom should be equipped with:
➢ wash hand basin (50cmx42cm)
➢ 80cmx80cm shower enclosure
➢ mirror light
➢ mirror
➢ heated towel rail
➢ shelf
➢ toilet roll holder
The kitchen should contain:
➢ lockable cupboard space
➢ storage for general cookware
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➢ table
➢ chairs
➢ fridge
➢ freezer
➢ waste bins
➢ tall cupboard
➢ small seating area

3. Case Studies
These Case Studies were chosen because each in their own way are relevant
and inspiring for the design suggestion in chapter 4. The first one being a student
residence that seems very appealing to students anywhere because of its spatial
organisation and material choice. It gives space for a student community to feel at
home away from home which is also one of the important points of the design
suggestion.
The second project was chosen for its location in the center of Lisbon and
the fact that it was a renovation job, as well. This project is interesting on account
of its design approach. It was important for the architects involved to keep the
facade and the old spirit of the existing building.
The last project is a modest construction that goes to show how little space
one would be able to use to include all the activities that one would need in a
student residence room.
3.1 University of Southern Denmark student residence by C.F.Møller Architects
The first study case chosen is the student residence of the University of
Southern Denmark by C.F. Møller Architects. Built in Odense, Denmark from 2012
to 2015, this building consists of 15900sqm and 250 student housing units. It is an
interesting example for a student accommodation - not only due to its very open
public spaces but also for the organisation of the private spaces. The transitions
from public to private spaces happen very smoothly (Image 6). Privacy is something
of higher importance in a setting like this, since one is sharing a home with so
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many different people that one might not even know. It is important to have very
personal space one can just relax, lay back and feel at home in and enjoy some
alone time. On the other hand, it is also very important to have shared spaces
where one can cook and eat together or just associate with other students.

Image 6 - Space division of Student residence of the University of Southern Denmark
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Image 7 - Graphic representation of the whole building

This project consists of three buildings adjoined by the common areas in the
center (Image 7). “This means that the residence has no front or back, but appears
attractive from a 360-degree perspective. The building’s distinctive shape makes it
easily recognizable on the campus” (C. F. Møller. 2015). The buildings have 15 stories
with about 20 bedrooms each. In the middle of each storey the common spaces are
located. These are places where students can spend time together and cook.
The bedrooms are spacious and include a private balcony with big windows
that brings in a lot of light (Image 8). These are also equipped with a bed, a
kitchenette, shelving and a sitting area where one can study and eat. Everything is
built in very contemporary design with clean and smooth surfaces. The colors are
relatively neutral and the majority of the surfaces are wood (for the furniture and
flooring) and concrete for the walls and ceiling. This student residence has
bedrooms for one and two people.
Like the rooms, the common areas also seem very open and spacious. The
materials in this case, are wood for the furniture and what appears to be stone tiles
for the flooring (Image 9). Some walls are also cladded in wooden panels while
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others stick with the grey bricks used on the facade (Image 10). Accent colors red
and yellow are used here to bring in some life to the very grey, white and wooden
environment.

Image 8 - Bedroom of the University of Southern Denmark student residence

Image 9 - Bird view of the room organisation of the University of Southern Denmark student residence
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Image 10 - Perspective of communal space of the University of Southern Denmark student residence

3.2 Santa Clara 1728 Hotel by Aires Mateus e Associados
The second case study chosen is a hotel built in the district of Santa Clara in
Lisbon. It was built from 2015 to 2016 having 1115 sqm divided throughout five
stories. Being located in a place with a high amount of historical value it was
important for this project to recover or in some cases reconstruct as much as
possible from the existing building. Starting with the facade (Image 11), which
defined the three spatial divisions in the interior and also recovering the stair
nucleos that dates back to the time it was originally built.
On the ground floor there are the communal zones for the guests (Image 12).
The rooms for this hotel are located in the first and second floors while the fourth
and fifth floors are a duplex for permanent residency (Image 13). The most private
spaces are the ones at the very top where only the people who live there
permanently have access and it gets less private as one goes down. It is similar to
the student accommodation in Denmark in the sense that one has to walk more to
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the most private spaces and therefore these become least available which is how
they can safeguard their personal space.

Image 11 - Facade of the Hotel Santa Clara 1728 by Aires Mateus e Associados

Image 12 - Ground floor, and first and second floors plan from Hotel Santa Clara 1728 by Aires Mateus e Associados
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Image 13 - Third and fourth floors plan from Hotel Santa Clara 1728 by Aires Mateus e Associados

The adaptation of the building to the most recent safety and hygienic
standards was needed, as well as the demands of living conditions nowadays. This
meant that some anomalies had to be fixed (Portal da habitação. 2017).
“The goal was to construct a building that reflects the living experience of
the city. A search, not done by the reproduction of traditional elements, but by a
recombination of elements, materials, atmospheres and proportions, to bring back
this idea of living. A plain architecture, that combines few elements, while striving
for quality in the use of real materials. An idea of authenticity and, therefore, an
idea of timelessness.” (Archdaily. 2018) as described by the architects. This is
reflected in the way the old elements are implemented (Image 14).
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Image 14 - Entrance area of the Hotel Santa Clara 1728 by Aires Mateus e Associados

As mentioned above, the materials also play a big role into bringing back the
old spirit or atmosphere into this historical place. The wooden flooring for instance
is very typical for the pombalina architecture (Image 15), which is the typical
architectural style for Lisbon after the earthquake of 1755 that destroyed the city.
Lioz, being also a very typical Portuguese material made of calc, is used for the
flooring and for bathroom furniture such as sinks and even the bathtub (Image 16).
This refers to the monuments in the surroundings of this building such as the
Panteão Nacional also known as Igreja de Santa Engrácia (where important
personalities for Portugal are buried), and which also use the same material.
Adding to that, tiles made by hand were used on the wet areas which is also
something characteristic of Lisbon.
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Image 15 - Bathroom of guest room with solid wood floor from Hotel Santa Clara 1728 by Aires Mateus e Associados
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Image 16 - Lioz sink of guest bathroom with tiled wall from Hotel Santa Clara 1728 by Aires Mateus e Associados

3.3 Domino Loft by ICOSA & Peter Suen
This project that was built by ICOSA and Peter Suen in Los Angeles,
California in 2016 and consists essentially of a 6 sqm structure that can be placed in
a bedroom or small apartment. This structure holds a bed, a wardrobe, shelving,
storage space, a second bed, a table that can be used for eating or working and a
sitting area. This can be adjusted to the different scenarios that might be needed
since it is not possible to have all of them at the same time in 6 sqm because it
would take a lot of space (Image 17).

Image 17 - Different settings for the Domino Loft by ICOSA & Peter Suen
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The custom designed prefabricated structure is made out of concrete, wood,
metal “and custom cabinetry that were pre-fabricated in the Oakland workshop
and re-assembled on-site” (ICOSA. 2016) (Image 18).
Showing a very simple and contemporary approach, the Domino Loft project
goes to show that one does not need a lot of space as long as one finds a way to use
the available space efficiently. Although other essentials like kitchen and bathroom
are not included, it is very inspiring to think about how one can have so much in
such little space.
Likewise the Santa Clara 1728 but on a much smaller scale, here the privacy is
also shown by height since the bed is placed on top of the constructing making it
less visible or accessible while everything that is underneath is easily accessible.

Image 18 - Prefabricated structure for Domino Loft by ICOSA $ Peter Suen
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This is an example of a possible solution for small bedrooms, if one wants to
take them to a minimum since, as mentioned above, it has a working area,
wardrobe and bed, which are the minimal requirements for a bedroom in a student
residence.

4. Proposal of student residence in an abandoned building in Lisbon
4.1 Context
Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo is a 900m long avenue that connects Praça
Marquês de Pombal to Praça Duque de Saldanha in Lisbon, which places it
relatively central and in the heart of the Portuguese capital (Image 19).

Image 19 - Map of Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, Lisbon (by the author. 2019)

The property value in this district of Lisbon is the highest of the Portuguese
capital with around 4105 euros per sqm (Jornal de Notícias. 2018). The first existing
documentation on the building chosen for this project dates back to 1902, there was
no information on who the architect is, since the documentation was about a
change in an already existing building. It belonged to an insurance company which
probably rented it out as office spaces.
It has five floors and a basement. Each floor has about 255 sqm per storey
although the roof top floor is smaller with around 160 sqm.
Adding to the real estate value, the street was among eleven locations in
Lisbon that was part of the Crono project, which included making street art in
abandoned buildings in Lisbon. This was a three-phase project that took place in
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2011 where this street, and the numbers 18-26 specifically, were part of the first
phase in which OsGemeos, Blu and Sam3 painted three buildings (Image 20)
including the one chosen for this project (SIC. 2011).

Image 20 - Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo nº. 26-18 (taken by the author. 2019)

As mentioned above, Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo is a big and central
street in Lisbon, which makes these buildings more relevant in comparison to
others located in less central and expensive parts of Lisbon. It would be of high
interest to anyone if they were rehabilitated. The building chosen for this project
takes the numbers 18-20 at the corner between Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo and
Rua Martens Ferrão.
Most of the structures of these buildings from the end of the 20th century
were built out of oak wood and then covered with masonry, then plastered on both
sides (Bento, Rita, and Lopes, Mario. 2005). On the ground floor, there were arches
and vaults built from stone or masonry, as well, this time unplastered. These were
supposed to secure the whole building and make sure that in case of fire not
everything would collapse (Image 21).
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(a)
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constructions:
A - fire protection walls;
B - facade built in masonry of thick stone;
C - pole system;
D - stone arches;
E - vaults in stone on the ground floor;
F - wall that hampered quick rise of smoke
through the stairs;
G - stairs were located near logradouros to
favour illumination;
(b)

perspective of floor formed by

pombaline cages; and
(c)

virtual image of interior of a building

Image 21 - Perspective section of the interior construction in arquitetura pombalina (Ramos, Luís e B. Lourenço, Paulo. 2000)

In Lisbon it is common practice to see a facade standing with nothing
(besides metal grids holding it) behind. People keep the facades since they are
usually preserved monuments and take down the rest of the building on account of
these do not fitting into new safety regulations anymore (Image 22).
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Image 22 - Bento, Rita, and Lopes, Mario. 2005

The new structure is usually made of reinforced concrete and goes
throughout the whole building. The ground floor defines the load bearing walls that
will go through all of the stories. These refurbishments guarantee fire and seismic
security. What has also been observed, looking at old buildings in Lisbon is that the
wooden staircases are kept or rebuilt as such and the fire exit is made through a
metal staircase on the outside of the building usually leading to the back (Images 22
and 23). This is the alternative to building another staircase inside the building
since that would take up space that, as mentioned above, is very precious in the
center of Lisbon.
The building chosen for this project is currently closed with bricks in every
window or door. It seems very fragile and some reinforcement has been added on
the outside. Looking at the back of the building, one can see that the buildings next
to it are partially destroyed (Image 24).
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Image 22 - Fire escape staircase construction outside the building in Lisbon
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Image 23 - Fire escape staircase construction outside the building in Lisbon
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Image 24 - Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, nº 24-26 (taken by the author. 2019)

On this image one can still see the wooden construction that certainly got
wet and rottened, making it dangerous to enter the building, since it could collapse.
Adding to that, the wooden roof structure, is also partially destroyed. This goes to
show that the interiors are definitely not suitable for use anymore. Along with that,
it is financially more advantageous to demolish all the interior structures and
rebuild them according to new regulations and needs.
Nevertheless, as seen in the Santa Clara 1728 project mentioned in chapter 3,
it is of high importance to keep the essence of the building alive when dealing with
something so unique and historical as the center of Lisbon. Like explained in the
Venice Charter: “The sites of monuments must be the object of special care in order
to safeguard their integrity and ensure that they are cleared and presented in a
seemly manner. The work of conservation and restoration carried out in such
places should be inspired by the principles set forth in the foregoing articles.”
(ICOMOS. The Venice Charter. 1964). This means respecting what was there and
always having it into consideration throughout the design process, for example,
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taking structural and architectural elements of the time into consideration and
integrating them in the design is not necessary but one can have nice results.
4.2 Design suggestion
This project aims to offer a solution for both the amount of abandoned
buildings in Lisbon, and simultaneously, the lack of student accommodation. So the
target group would be mainly portuguese students moving into different cities for
their studies, and secondly, possible foreign students that might come for an
exchange semester or year.
To start the project the city hall of Lisbon had to be contacted in hopes to get
drawings of the building as close to the existing as possible. The plans that were in
best conditions were ironically the oldest ones registered dating to 1902 (Image 25).
Throughout the years some small changes have been made to the original plans but
none were significant.

Image 25 - Site and floor plan of Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, nº18-20

This floorplan was used as a base for the project and it remained identical
considering that the outside walls should stay untouched and the interior walls
only suffered slight adjustments mainly for safety and functionality purposes.
The building has about 1170 sqm divided by five stories, the ground floor
being for common and social areas such as study, living and dining rooms, kitchen
and bathrooms (Image 26). Since the building is located in between two streets this
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will also be the loudest floor which makes it a better space for living rather than
sleeping.

Image 26 - Zoning of ground floor plan of the project (by the author. 2019)

In the proposal, the first, second and third floors have eleven bedrooms and
three bathrooms each. There is a common area in each of the stories changing
between kitchen and living room on every second floor. The first floor has a living
room, the second floor has a kitchen and the third floor a living room again (Images
27 and 28). The top floor is much smaller and therefore does not offer enough space
for bedrooms due to the roof inclination. Nevertheless, it is a great space for
students to go outside on the rooftop terrace that was added, which is connected to
a small kitchen (Image 29). Upstairs is also where the students can do their laundry
and hang it outside, since Portugal is a very sunny country there is no need to waste
energy on drying clothes. Adding to that, there is also a bathroom and storage
rooms for laundry and possible furniture that the residence might need to store.
The little space in this floor is also due to the roof inclination which is broken
through the windows that come out of the roof structure (Image 30). Although it
implicates some struggles, the roof also has a skylight which illuminates the
staircase throughout the whole building.
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Image 27 - Zoning of first and third floors of the project (by the author. 2019)

Image 28 - Zoning of second floor of the project (by the author. 2019)
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Image 29 - Zoning of the top floor of the project (by the author. 2019)

Image 30 - Window detail of Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, nº18-20 (taken by the author. 2019)

Glancing more carefully at the first floor, it is recognizable that this is the
more open and communal floor that hosts most of the social encounters between
students (Image 31). The spaces were opened using arches, which are part of
traditional portuguese architectural characteristics. There are two entrances, the
main one coming from the street and another one from the side of the building.
Both entrances lead to the corridor surrounding the staircase structure. From
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there, one can either go to the study rooms which offer different scenarios for
studying and even working in groups (Image 32). Another option is to go to the
living area which has a tv, sofas and seating areas by the windows. From there one
can also go to the eating area that then leads to the kitchen (Image 33), which, such
as other wet spaces and the entrance area have typical portuguese white and blue
tiling. Adding to all these living spaces there are also two bathrooms, that are
accessible for all of the residents.

Image 31 - Ground floor plan (by the author. 2019)
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Image 32 - Perspective view of the study room in the ground floor (by the author. 2019)

Image 33 - Perspective view of the kitchen leading to eating area (by the author. 2019)

Taking a closer look at the floors one to three (Images 34 and 35), one can
first see that these are essentially the same, the difference being in the communal
area which alters between kitchen and living space every second floor. The
bedrooms which are one of the main elements in this design suggestion, since it is
the place where students will retreat and rest, can be found on these floors.
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Considering that the bedrooms are not very substantial in area (Image 36) but have
a height of 3.5m, it seemed natural that the bed should be lifted up to save space in
the floorplan and make the overall atmosphere seem more open and spacious than
it actually is (Images 37 and 38).

Image 34 - Floor plan for first and third floors (by the author. 2019)
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Image 35 - Floor plan of the second floor (by the author. 2019)

Image 36 - Bedroom floor plan with materials (by the author. 2019)
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Image 37 - Long section of bedroom looking into stairs (by the author. 2019)
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Image 38 - Short section of bedroom looking into bed construction (by the author. 2019)

The materials chosen for the bedrooms were concrete for the flooring since
Portugal is a warm country and this material allows for a cooler surface during the
day when it is usually warmer and a warmer surface at night when it might get
colder in the rooms. For the bed construction, wood and metal were used. The
metal as a structural element that is attached to the walls and ceiling and then the
wooden structure, where the mattress goes in, is added on it (Image 39). Also made
out of wood is the staircase leading to the bed. The railing for both staircase and
construction is made out of reinforced rope that is attached to the construction
with hooks.
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Image 39 - Perspective view of the bedroom (by the author. 2019)

Colorwise, the rooms are to be kept neutral with the furniture being black
and white, the walls are kept white and the metal is black, as well. Adding to that,
there is only the natural color of the wood, the reinforced rope and the partial cork
wall-covering that is over the sofa.
The reason for this neutrality is very simple - space for personalization. It is
of high importance that the students are able to personalize and adapt their rooms
to their own taste so that they feel as comfortable as possible on their stay.
Lastly, there is the fifth floor, which hosts mainly functional rooms such as
storage and washing room for the clothes (Image 40). The flooring does not differ
from the other floors: concrete. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, there is a
terrace that was added by removing part of the roof (Image 41) and there is a
skylight.
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Image 40 - Floor plan of the fifth floor (by the author. 2019)

Image 41 - Graphic comparison of existing and new (by the author. 2019)
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The skylight found on this floor, illuminates the corridors around the
staircase since it kept its original place in the middle of the building (Images 42 and
43) and it is to be constructed with the anti-seismic structure Marquês de Pombal
brought forth after the big earthquake of 1755 but instead of covering up and having
it inside the wall, it is exposed as an historical reference to the place and the
building (Images 44, 45 and 46). This staircase will not only be a sculptural element
but as an open barrier to the corridors that, as mentioned above, will be
illuminated by the natural light from above (Image 46).

Image 42 - Original floor plan from 1902 of the ground floor of Av.Fontes Pereira de Melo, nº18-20 (redrawn by the author.
2019)
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Image 43 - Original floor plan from 1902 of the first to third floors of Av.Fontes Pereira de Melo, nº18-20 (redrawn by the
author. 2019)

Image 44 - Detail floor plan of staircase construction from floors four to five in 1/20 (by the author. 2019)
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Image 45 - Detail section of staircase construction from floors four to five in 1/20 (by the author. 2019)
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Image 46 - Detail model of staircase construction from floors four to five in 1/20 (by the author. 2019)
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Image 46 - Cutaway view of circulation throughout all the floors (by the author. 2019)

In this last floor, the staircase structure ends at the height of a railing so the
space is again more open in contrast to the three middle storeys (Image 47). It
connects again with the ground floor in the sense that these are more open and
communal spaces which are meant to bring the students together and make their
stay away from home easier and, especially, less lonely.
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Image 47 - Perspective of fifth floor corridor with staircase construction and skylight (by the author. 2019)

Looking not only at the chosen building but also the other two abandoned
buildings in Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, one can see a connection through the
basements of these buildings and in the back of the buildings where there used to
be a courtyard. This goes to say that the design suggested in this thesis could easily
be extended to the two buildings next to the one chosen (Image 48), which would
not only make the construction cheaper but would bring even more rooms for the
students who need it so desperately.
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Image 48 - Graphic diagram of the three buildings with the basement in green (by the author. 2019)

5. Conclusion
In the international world we live in, there are more and more students
going abroad, even if it is just a semester. Some other move away for their whole
studies, so there is a need for a place to not only call home, but also feel at home.
The design goal is to make something that can be adjusted to different kinds of
buildings, but is still warm and welcoming to the students who have to stay there.
One important objective is to give them a place where they have privacy and alone
time, with the option of spending time with other people if they choose to do so.
The residence should also be an environment that helps them focus on their
studies, yet, allows social gatherings. It is important to have different zones for all
these purposes. The bedroom, kitchen and living room situations were a focus
point since these are the spaces where a student spends more time.
Material wise it was important to use Portuguese resources, not only to keep
the costs lower but also to promote the use of local materials and craftsmanship
and show what can be done with national resources.
It was equally crucial to take into consideration that even though Portugal is
a relatively small country, it differs a lot from district to district. If one takes
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Guarda and Évora as a comparison, for example, it is very easy to spot major
differences even though they are not very far away from each other when analysing
them (Image 48). Guarda is in the north and has an average temperature of 11ºC and
it has snow in the winter. Meanwhile in Évora, the average temperature is of almost
16ºC and the climate is very dry. Similarly to the weather and atmospheric
conditions there are also a lot of cultural changes. The dialect is completely
different and if one tries to go to the island of São Miguel in Açores and heares
natives speak, it sounds like a completely different language. Besides that, there is
also a big difference in culture if one compares any of the bigger cities to the small
villages that are spread all over the country.

Image 49 - Map of Portugal showing the referred districts
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All in all, one could say that student residences everywhere have to not only
offer the commodities expected by the students and norms that exist but be sure to
think of students as individuals, who have to be able to make their room into a
home. This happens, when there is space left for personalization and
individualization, which the design suggestion in Chapter 4 shows is possible even
with modular systems that can still adjust to different building types.
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